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TECHNICAL NOTE 3307
AN INVESTIGATION OF A WING-PROPELLER CONFIGURATION
EMPLOYING LARGE-CHORD PLAIN FLAPS AND
LARGE—DLMETER PROPELLERS FOR
LOW-SPEED FLIGHT AND
VERTICAL TAKE-OFF
By Richard E. Kuhn and John W. Draper
SLMMARY
An investigation of the effactiveness of a wing equipped with lsrge-
. chord plain flaps and auxilisry vanes in rotating the thrust vector of
two large-diameter propellers through the large angles required for ver-
tical take-off and low-speed flight has been conducted in the Langley
. 300 MPH7- by 10-foot tunnel. The semispan model used was equipped with
a 60-percent-chord flap, a ~-percent-chord flap, and two large-diameter
overlapping propellers.
Under static-thrust conditions, a maximum upward rotation of the
effective thrust vector of 450 was obtained with the 60-percent-chord
flap deflected no and the ~-percent-chord flap deflected no. With
the addition of two auxiliary vanes, the upward deflection of the thrust
vector was increased to 6P. With this configuration, vertical take-off
could be made with a take-off attitude of 23° and at airplane weights up
to 95 percent of the thrust. A method is presented for calculating the
lift due to flap deflection and slipstream for small flap deflections
if the lift due to flap deflection at zero thrust and the lift due to
flap deflection at zero forwsrd speed are known.
INTRODUt!TION
The practical utilization of the helicopter has indicated the use-
fulness of aircraft that are capable of operating from very small bases.
The advantages to be gained with aircraft that incorporate the small-
. field capabilities of the helicopter and the high-speed potential of
conventional airplanes we readily apparent. Numerous designs have been
proposed for achieving these advantages.
.
If lift is to be produced, It
is necessary to give amass of air per unit time a downward velocity.
!.
‘!,
I
2The helicopter uses a large rotor to deflect a large
time downward at a relatively low velocity; however,
having the rotor axis approximatelyPerpendicular to
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mass of air per unit
.
the consequence of
the flight path
— —— .-—
seriously limits the high-speed potential of the helicopter. u
Reference 1 reports satisfactory flight tests of a configuration
with which hovering and vertical landings and take-offs were made possible
by turning the slipstream of relatively lsrge-diemeter propellers down- .-
ward by means of a cascade of vanes. The configuration was designed
solely to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach and to study the
stability and control problems in hovering and in vertical take-off and
landing. No provision was msde for forward flight.
The present i.nvk?stigationwas undertaken to determine the effective-
ness of a monoplane wing equipped with plain flaps for deflecting the
slipstream through large angles and thereby providing appreciable lift
at low forward speeds. The effectiveness of auxiliary vanes, in combina-
tion with the plain flaps, h deflection of the slipstream through the
large turning angles required for vertical take-off was also investigated.
When a
and moments
.
COEFT’ICIENTSAND SYMWLS
.
wing is located in the slipstream of a propeller, large forces
can be produced even,though the free-stream velocity decreases
to zero. For this condition, coefficients based on the free-stream dynamic
pressure approach infinity and therefore become meaningless. It appears
appropriate, therefore, to base the coefficients on the dynemic pressure
in the slipstream. The coefficients based on this principle are indicated “-
in the present paper by the use of a double prime snd are defined in this
section. The positive sense of the forces,.moments,and angles determined
for the static-thrust tests is shown in figure 1. For the tests at for-
ward speeds, the usual convention for forces-was used; that is, the lift
and longitudinal force were taken perpendicular and parallel, respectively,
to the free stream.
CL lift
~L1l lift
cm”
coefficient based on
L
coefficient, - “
q“s/2
Lfree-stream dynsmic pressure, —
qs/2
—
pitching-moment coefficient, ‘it- moment
..
.
q“eS/2
%P”
Propeller pitching moment *
propeller pitching-moment coefficient,
q“sF .
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cNp” prope~er normal-force coefficient, Propeller normal force
. q“s
w’
Tc“
A
b
c
.
d
D
h
L
“N
q
q“
r
longitudinal-force coefficient, ‘Witutid force
Tthrust coefficient, —
- D2
‘“ :
aspect ratio
wing spau, ft; also, propeller blade
wing chord, ft
(3’’s/2
chord, ft
g
f
b/2
mean aerodynamic chord,
so
c2dy, ft
slipstream diameter at leading edge of wing, f%
propeller tiameter, ft
propeller-blade thickness, ft
lift, lb
number of propellers
pvzfree-stream dynamic pressure, — lb/sq ft
2’
Tdynamic pressure in slipstream, q + — lb/sq ft
~ $’
4
radius to propeller blade element, ft
radius to propeller tip, ft
4s
T
v
AV
w
Y
a
P
$.7’5R
af
e
E
E“
P
twice semispan-wing area, sq ft
thrust per propeller,
free-stream velocity,
increment of velocity
airplane
spanwise
angle of
weight, lb.
distqnce from
attack, deg
propeller-blade
propeller-blade
angle,
lb
Pt/Bec
!.nslipstream
‘.
wing root
deg
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.“
due to thrust
angle at 0.75 radius, deg
flap deflection, deg
inclination of resultant force vector at zero forward speed,
arc tan Q &g
C?X’”
downwash angle tithout slipstream, deg
downwash angle at any value of Tc”, deg
mass density of air, slugs/cu ft
Subscripts:
30 ~-percent-chord
60 60-percent-chord
-0 at zero angle of
. .
flap
flap
attack
P for forces and moments
Tc“ at any value of Tct’
mph in miles per hour
acting on propeller
*
“
—
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MODEL AND APPARA!NE
The semispm wing used in this investigation had .sxLaspect ratio
of 4.55, a taper ratio of 0.714, and sn NACA 0015 airfoil section. A
drawing of the model is presented in figure 2 and”photographs of the
model are shown in figures 3 snd 4. The geometric characteristics of
the model sre given in the following table:
wing :
Area (semispsn), sq ft... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.125
Semispan, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.416
Meanaerodynsmic chord, ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.514
Root chord, ft....... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 1.75
Tipchord, ft....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25
Airfoil section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NACA CQ15
Aspect ratio ..o. ..o. ..= . . . . . . . . . ..s 4.55
Taper ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.714
Propellers:
Diameter, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diskarea, si ft...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3%
Nacell.ediameter, ft.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.33
The wing was constructed of mahogany supported by a steel spsr and
was equipped with plain flaps of 60 and ~ percent chord supported by
two internal.hinge brackets. The juncture between wing and flap was
sealed =d faired with aluminum cover plates and cellulose tape.
For some tests, two auxiliary vanes were used in addition to the
flaps. The auxiliary-vane configuration is shown in figure 5. The vanes
were made of l/8-inch sheet steel rolled into a 90° arc to a radius of
15 percent of the chord.
The geometric characteristics of the three-blade propellers are
given in figure 6. The blades were constructed of aluminum alloy and
utilized Clark Y sections. The propellers were driven by variable-
frequency electric motors that were rated at Xl horsepower at 18,OOO rpm.
The large propeller dismeter prevented use of this high rotational speed,
ad during tests the propeller speed seldom exceeded 6,c00 rpm. The rota-
tional speed was determined by obser~ a stroboscopic-type instrument
that indicated the output frequency of a small alternator connected to
the motor shaft. The outboard promeller rotated clockwise and the inboani
propeller rotated counterclockwise. The ~ was tested as a right-hand
l
-.
The motors were mounted inside the aluminum-alloy nacelles through
.
strain-gage besms so that the thrust, torque, lift, and pitching moment
6of the propeller and spinner
moments of the configuration
root of the semispan wing.
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could be measured. The total forces and
were measured on a balance system at the
l —
—
—
TESTS
The investigation used two different experimental setups and included
tests with both propellers operating. A few tests were also made with
only the inboard propeller operating. The tests at zero forward speed
were conducted in one end of a large storage room as shown in figures 4
and 7. The model was first set up with the propeller slipstream directed
down the long axis of the room towsrd the far end with the flaps set at
zero. With this arrangement, a substsntiaJ positive pitching moment was
indicated on each propeller. Reversing the orientation of the mcdel to
that shown in figuze 7 appreciably reduced the hiicated propeller pitckl.ng
moment. This pitching moment was believed to be due to some asymmetrical
inflow to the propellers caused by the recirculation of air in the room
and obstructions caused by miscellaneous equipment stored in the room.
This recirculation had no noticeable effect on the forces existing on the
complete semispan model.
The tests with forward velocity were conducted with the semispan
model mounted from the ceiling of’the Langley ~0 MPH 7- by 10-foot tunnel
as shown in figure 3. For these tests the shaft thrust of the propellers
was held constsnt throughout the angle-of-attack range and was chosen to
give a dynsmic pressure of 8 pounds per square foot in the slipstream at
zero angle of attack. The corresponding thrust and free-stresm dynmic
pressures .ad propeller blade angles for vwious thrust coefficients are
tabulated below:
V + AV, v, 11
Tc“ $.~R,ft/sec’ ft/sec lb/~q’ft lb/~~ ft “ lb deg
o 82 82.0 8 8.00 0 off
.2
J 1
73.2 6.40 y .03 20
l3 57.9 4.00 12.y 8
.71 44.2 2.32 17.6 8
.91 24.6 .72 22.6 8
1:00 0 0 23 8
The Reynolds number in the slipstresmz based on the mean
chord of 1.514 ft;-is 0.8x 106.
-—
.—
aerodynamic l
.
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In order to minimize the time required for the tests, the operating
conditions were chosen so that only two propeller blade-sngle settings
were required. A blade angle of & was found to be satisfactory for
thrust coefficients of 0.91, 0.71, and 0.> and a blade angle of 20° was
used for the thYust coefficient of 0.20.
CORRECTIONS
Approximate corrections for the effects of the tunnel walls on the
velocity in the tunnel and in the slipstream were derived and are pre-
sented in reference 2. These corrections were applied to the results
presented in the present paper. .
The jet-boundary corrections which were applied to the angle of
attack and the longitudinal.force were esthated by the method of refer.
ence 3. The folloviag corrections were applied to the data~
a = %neasured + 0“W%”(Tc”.(+
r- 72
The correction
to be negligible.
to the pitching moment was estimated and was found
These corrections me strictly applicable only in the low angle-of-
attack rsnge; however, they have been applied throughout the entire angle-
of-attack range. The lift coefficient for the power-off condition was
used in correcting all data.
Corrections to the free-stream dynsmic pressure for the effects of
the model blockage have not been applied in reduc~ the data. These
corrections are negligible in the low angle-of-attack range but become
of increasing importance as the drag increases at the higher am.glesof
attack and higher flap deflections. The correction can be estimated by
the method of reference 4 and applied as follows:
[( 0.036
1
qcorrected= %easured 1+ ~ - ~ !!%“ - ‘c” Cos a ‘(0”613)
c
I
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REDUCTION OF DATA
“
The data obtained in this investigationwould be applicable to the
type of flight operation illustrated in figure 8. A flight of this type
b
involves zero forward speed for tske-off and landlng, where the generated
lifi is obtained from the thrust of the propellers. In this flight COI-P
dition, the use of free-streem dynamic pressure in reducing the data to
coefficient form would result in extremely high coefficients as the free-
streem dynsmic pressure is reduced to low values. At zero forwsrd speed,
the coefficientswould always be infinite and therefore meaningless. For
the condttion in which the wing is largely immersed in the slipstream of
a propeller, the forces would be expected to be largely determined by the
—
dynamic pressure in the slipstream. It appears appropriate, therefore,
to base the coefficients on the dynsmic pressure in the slipstream. With
this system the coefficients approach their normal value as the speed is
increased and Qso have a finite value at zero forward speed. The thrust
coefficient Tc”
to unity at zero
The @.MMiC
propeller
where %
increment
peller at
thrust
approaches zero as the speed is increased and is equal
forward speed.
—
pressure in the slipstreen can be computed from the .
by the simple momentum theory as follows:
—
is the mass flow through the propeller and AV@O is the
of velocity due to thrust at a great distance behind the pro-
zero angle of attack. The terms can be rearranged as follows:
(AVG0)2 T
2
+VAVGO -—= o
ZD2
‘4
Solvlng by the quadratic equation yields
.
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.
s
By deftiition,
— t! Tr,i
-L ~
Some other useful relationships
The above
have been
=
-+
“;:
can be expressed as:
= 1 - Tc”
Tc“
(1)
(2) ,
(3)
(4)
relations have been derived for
applied to the data through the
an angle of attack of 0° but
angle-of-attack range.
The results of the
figures:
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
investigation are presented
t Static thrust conditions:
Plain-flap configurations ; . . . . . . . . . . .
Auxiliary-vane configuration . . . . . . . . . .
.
in the following
Figures
. . . . . . . 9-1o
. .. . . . . . 1.1-12
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Static Thrust Conditions
In order to obtain vertical take-off, it is
the conditions that the lift be greater then the
longitudinal force-be equal to zero. One method
conditions would involve placement of the thrust
necessary to satisfy
weight and the net
of satisfying these
axis in the vertical
plane, as was considered ‘h reference 2. After take-off, the thrust
axis then could be mechanically rotated into the horizontal plane to .
convert to the cruising configuration. Another approach to the problem
is illustrated in reference 1, in which the propeller sxis is always
essentially horizontal and the thrust is rotated to a near-vertical posi-
.
tion aerodynsmicalJyby turning the slipstream by means of four turdng
vanes. The cascade configuration of reference 1 was designed only for
exploratory studies of hovering snd vertical take-off and landing and
was not intended to be a configuration that could easily be converted
for cruising flight.
The present investigationwas undertaken to determine the extent to
which the effective propeller-thmst vector can be rotated by the use of
large-chord flaps snd to determine what other modifications (such as
auxiliary vanes) would be required with the propeller axis essentially
horizontal to rotate the thrust vector sufficiently to make vertical
take-off possible. In general, it is not necessary to rotate the thrust
vector thmmgh a full 90° since, if a ground attitude at take-off were
150 to 200, the wing configuration would be required to rotate the thrust
vector only 70° to 75°.
—
The sngle through which the thrust vector has been rotated can
easily be deduced by plotting the data as indicated ti figure 1. For
any particular flap setting, the lift is plotted against the longitudinal -
force to represent the resultant-force vector and indicate the angle 0
through which the thrust vector has been rotated. me ratio of the
resultant force to the thrust represents the effectiveness of the turning.
a
*
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Plain-flap configuration.-
could be rotated upward as much
with a turdng efficiency of 90
.
and 50° on the 60-percent-chord
u.
With plain flaps alone, the thrust vector
as 45° md this rotation could be obtained
percent with flap deflections of 30°
and 30-~ercent-chord flap, respectively
(f*-. 9(e)). This rotation of the thrust vector feU. far short of the
70° to 75° destied.for vertical take-off. Higher flap deflections, in
general, resulted in decreases in both turning effectiveness and the
angle through which the thrust vector was rotated.
Two appsrent eccentricities in the data of figure 9 are worthy of
discussion. Figures 9(d) and 9(f) indicate that, with the flaps neutral,
the l.ongitudind force is greater than the thrust, so that the wing drag
is negative. This result can probablybe attributed to recovery by the
wing of some of the rotational energy in the slipstream. The rotation
in the slipstream causes a local positive angle of attack on one side of
the thrust axis and the lift vector associated with this local flow is
inclined forward. The negative lift vector associated with downflow on
the other side of the thrust sxis is also inclined forwsxd. Both vectors
produce a component of force in the negative drag direction.
The small turning angle indicated in figure 9(f) with flaps retracted
is probably due to the upflow between the propellers, which produces a
lift that is not fully counteracted by the downflow outside of the slip-
stream due to losses at the wing tip.
The effects of the number of propellers on the aerodynamic character-
istics of the wing with only the n-percent-chord flap deflected are
illustrated h figure 10. For this configuration, the number of propellers
used is seen to have little effect on the turning effectiveness (fig. 10(f)).
Auxiliary-vane configuration.- In an attempt to ticrease the angle
through which the thrust vector c?fid be rotated> some e=l-oratory tests
were conducted with auxiliary vanes. The configuration presented in fig-
ure 5 was judged to be reasonable on the basis of maximun turning angle
and the ratio of resultant force to thrust obtained. No attempt was made
to determine an optimum configuration from the standpoint of vane size.
For the configuration with the auxilisry vanes extended, for exsmple,
vertical take-off could be achievedwith a ground attitude of 23° and at
airpke weights up to 95 percent of the propeller thrust (fig. n(f)).
The use of only the inbosrd propeller materitiy reduced the angle
through which the thrust vector couldbe rotated (fig. n). Figure 12
shows a summery plot of the turning effectiveness of the wtig with the
optimum combin@ions of plain flaps and flaps with vanes.
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Tests With Forward Speed
*
Basic datEL.- The tests of the model witlrforward speed for the range
of thrust coefficients were made in the Langley ~0 MPH 7- by 10-foot
tunnel. The basic data for the various flap configurationswith both
b
propellers operating are presented in figures 13 to 22 and with only the “
inboard propeller operating, in figures 23 to 26. It should be kept in
mind that, for these data, the shaft thrust of the propellers was held
constant throughout the angle-of-attackrange. Also, all the direct pro-
peller forces were included in these data. Results presented for config-
urations with zero flap deflection (figs. 13 and 23) were obtained from
reference 2. The characteristicsof the wing alone and the effects of
the nacelles on the aerodynamic characteristicsare presented in ref-
erence 2. It should be remembered that the coefficients are based on
the dynsmic pressure in the slipstream as indicated by the double prime
used with the synbols.
Effect of flap deflection end thrust coefficient on lift character-
istics.- The application of power is seen to increase the angle of attack
for maximum lift and decrease the variation of lift with angle of attack
above msximum lift. The variation of lift-curve slope with-thrust coef-
ficient (flaps neutral) is discussed in reference 2. The variation of
lift coefficient with flap deflection is presented h figure 27 and the
>- II
~L
variation of — with thrust coefficient is presented in figure 28.
a~
The decrease in *L”— at the higher thrust coefficients is due to the
a%
decrease in the mass flow of air that the wing had available to deflect
at the lower speeds (high Tc”).
bcL”
In an attempt to calculzke the value of — through the thrust-
abf
coefficient range, the following analysis was found to be successful for
small flap deflections. The momentum theory of lift states that lift is
produced by impsrting a downward velocity to the mass of air contained
in a stresm tube of dismeter equal to the wing span. h the case of a
wing in the presence of a slipstream, the lift wouldbe made up of two
parts - that due to deflecting the mass of air in the slipstream and
—
that due to deflecting the mass flow
the slipstreams.
At zero thrust, the lift can be
in the stresm tube b~t external to
written aa
b2V2 Sill&
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At other values of Tc”~
where”the first
air external to
the lift due to
13
sin e“ - Nd~ Sill e“
) ()
+NP; *V+~(V+AV)sti e“
term represents the Uft due to deflecting the mass of
the propeller slipstreams and the second term represents
deflecting the slipstreams themselves. For small angles
of downwash~ sin E“ = d ~d in coefficient form
.
57*3
.
where d is the
w In terms of
propeller slipstream dismeter at the wing (ref. 2).
tltethrust coefficient,
L
‘J
At Tc” = O,
%%tan~=—
2 CL
where CR is the induced-dreg coefficient
~Di = 2
A
For small angles, then,
given by
*
E = 2(5+
l
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ac~
2(~7.3)—
ae a5f
—=
a5f fill
At Tc“ = 1.0 and small flap deflections,
he“
—= &
abf f
.
The variation of e“” with thrust coefficient can be derived if the
flow in the slipstreams and the flow external to the slipstreams mix
according to the strength of their velocity vectors as indicated in the
following sketch:
+ +
Free-stream direction
In this sketch, e is the downwash angle if the propeller slipstreams
.
(5)
?
—
are not present (Tc” = O) and
(Tc” = 1). Then,
tan e“ =
13 is the dowh”washangle of the slipstream
(sin e)Av + (sin E)v
(Cos e)Av + (Cos E)v
For small angles,
&“ V ~ AV 0
—-
—=-E V+AV~
and, from equations (3) snd (4),
.
.
—.
A
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The resulting
is
(}ac~” ac~—=—
15
expression for lift coefficient due to flap deflection
[=+*@ - l=] ~ - %“)(1 - ~)+
-“=0 .
wf [a )5fT _
c L
2
For the ~-percent-chord-flap configuration (fig. 9(e)),
and substituting
tions and Tc” =
(6)
/%’the value for ~L” a from figure 27 at small deflec-
0 into equation (5) gives
aE—= 0.28
3+
Application of the foregoing analysis gives
with the experimental data (fig. 28).
reasonably good agreement
Effect of flap deflection on propeller characteristics.- The effect
of angle of attack on the aerodynamic characteristics of the isolated
propeller and of both propellers operating in the presence of the wing
has been discussed in reference 2. Consequently, only the effects of
flap deflection and angle of attack are presented herein. The effects
of these parameters on
c%” ‘d %“
are presented in figures 29
and 30, respectively. As mentioned in reference 2, some difficulties
were experienced with the instrumentation for the inboard propeller that
resulted in excessive scatter and large shifts in the wind-off readings.
The scatter in the data of
cause.
.
The normal-force data
flap deflection appears to
-
figures 29 and x can be attributed to this
show appreciable scatter (fig. 29); however,
have no consistent effect on the normal-force
16
coefficient.
far ahead of
The propellers of
the wing where the
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the test model were located relatively 8
upwash due to the wing would be small.
The operation of the propeller in the presence of the wing is seen 4
almost to double the pitching moment of the propeller as compared with
that of the isolated propeller (fig. 30).
.—
Deflection of the flaps pro-
duces a further increase in the propeller pitching moment.
-.
These
increases cannot be attributed to an increase in wing-induced upwash
at the propeller disk because an increase in upwash should produce corre-
.—
spending increases in propeller normal force. It is probable that these
increases in pitching moment are due to a change h tk velocity through
the upper and lower portions (relative to the wing-chord plane) of the
propeller,disk. An increase in velocity over the wing (upper part of the
propeller disk) would tend to decrease the thrust from the upper part of
.—
the disk. Conversely, a decrease in veloci~ through the lower half of
the disk would increase the thrust of this part of the propeller, which
results in an increase In the nose-up pitching moment of the propeller
with increasing angle of attack and with increasing flap deflection.
—
The propeller pitching mcment can be regarded as an effective dis- a
placement of the thrust of the propeller axis. The effective location
of the thrust vector is presented in figure 31 and was determined from
—
the pitching-moment data of figure 30 by the following relationship: 9
cl&sF
ii=—
1! ‘JtD3Tc .—
T
For
downward
the most extreme conditions
more than one-fourth of the
Application
the thrust vector is seen to move
.-
propeller radius.
of Results
Some performance calculations have been made for an assumed airdane
in order t; illustrate the application of the.data and to permi% a %re
thorough analysis of the results. A wing loading W/S of 40 pounds per
square foot and a drag coefficient of 0.01 for the fuselage and other
parts of the airplane not represented by the model were assumed. The
flight plan was assumed to start with the auxiliary vanes extended and
(
flaps deflected ~30 = 2@ and *60 = 600 for vertical take-off at an
)
aikplane attitude of 23° (data of fig. 11). The airplane attitude was
then reduced to a lower angle, for example 50, after which the vanes,
the 60-percent-chord flap, and the 30-percent-chordflap were retracted,
in that order.
.
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The thrust coefficient required for zero longitudinal
coefficient available for various flap configurations
“17
force and the
were determined
by cross-plotting the longitudinal force and lift coefficients against
ti.rustcoefficient as in figure 32. The forward velocities,associated
with these conditions are calculated by the expression
The thrust
plotted against
coefficient required and lift coefficient available are
forward speed in figure 33. Unfortunatx?ly,the failure
of one of the blades in the outboard propeller terminated the test h
the tunnel before the tests of the auxiliary-vane configuration at the
intermediate thrust coefficients could be performed.
The performance of the present configuration, in which the propeller
thrust is used for vertical take-off by deflecting the slipstream down-
ward with the w- and vanes, is compared in figures 33 to 35 with the
performance of the configuration of reference 2 in which the entire wing
and propeller are rotated from vertical for take-off to horizontal for
cruising flight. The present configuration requires somewhat lower
thrust coefficients and lower thrust horsepower for level flight at low
forward speeds (figs. 33 and ~). The power required was calculatedly
the method of reference 2. The power required for take-off is somewhat
higher for the present configuration because of the losses associated
with turning the slipstream downward. These losses do not appear exces-
sive, however, and can probably be reduced in a more efficient design.
For either configuration, if a high-speed propeller efficiency of 0.85
and a static thrust efficiency of 0.65 is assumed, there wi~ be suffi-
cient power available for take-off if the airplane is designed for a
speed of the order of 400 mph.
The pitching moments that would have to be balancedby some auxiliary
means are presented in figure 35, along @.th the corresponding effective
moment armof the center of lift ~“/~”. The diving ~ments associated
with the present configuration are appreciably larger than the nose-up
moments for the configuration of reference 2. Also, at zero forward
speed, the present configuration has a large diving moment while the
pitching mment for the configuration of reference 2 would, of course,
be zero. Both are presented with reference to an assumed center of
gravity at the quarter chord of the mean aerodynamic chord.
“
-.
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CONCLUSIONS d
An investigation of a wing-propeller configuration employing large-
diameter propellers and large-chord plain flaps for low-speed flight and
‘*
vertical take-off indicates the following conclusions:
1. Under static thrust conditions, the use of plain flaps alone
(60-percent-chordflap deflected 300 and the 30-percent-chord flap
deflected 500) were effective in rotating the thrust vector upward only
about 450.
2. The configurationwith two auxiliary vanes in conibinationwith
the plain flaps rotated the thrust vector upward 670. With this con-
figuration, vertical take-off could be made with an initial attitude of”
--
23° and at airplane weights up to 95 percent of the thrust of the
propellers.
3. It iS sho~ that the lift due to flap deflection and slipstream
can be calculated for the configurations tested for SIIIEKIJ flap deflections
if the lift due to flap deflection at zero thrust and the lift due to flap
a—
deflection at zero forward speed are known.
4. Application of the results to a hypothetical airplane having the
u
same ratio of propeller-disk area to wing area as the model tested and
designed for a wing loading of 40 pounds per square foot and a speed of
—
400 miles per hour indicates that sufficient power wouldbe available
for this configuration to achieve vertical take-off. Also, at zero for-
..
ward speed, large diving moments are shown to be associated with this
configuration.
—
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., August 26, 1954.
“
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